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A Meditation on Manhattan in the Work of Torey Thornton
By Kat Herriman

If you need proof that New York isn’t dead, look no further than Torey Thornton. The Big Rotten Apple plays a critical,
pronounced role in the work of the 30-year-old artist, whose bold, auto-fictive practice traverses mediums (painting,
sculpture, and video) and modalities (diaristic, absurdist, and minimalistic) to shine a light on the tension between identity
and projected identity—whether it’s of the self, a community, or an entire city. “New York has raised me in so many ways,”
says Thornton, who moved to Manhattan from rural Georgia in 2008 to attend Cooper Union. “The opportunity to brush
against experiences here, it’s all research that informs the work. New York reminds me so much of the complexities and
nuances of life.” Like New York, what Thornton makes defies characterization. At the 2017 Whitney Biennial, they
presented a large circular-saw blade bejeweled with found painted rocks, and titled it “Painting”— sidestepping that marketleading medium, and pushing against the fetish to classify artists. In their 2019 solo show at New York’s Essex Street,
Thornton turned the gallery into a meditation garden littered with urban cast-offs: Crocs, gourds, plastic magazine racks,
and Croakies cables. If the audience expected clear-cut answers, or the artist to riddle out a meaning, they were presented
instead with a mysterious sense of the disparate and unresolved. Taken in its entirety, the arrangement of materials created
a haunting portrait of all the rote, everyday routines of city dwellers: getting dressed, commuting to and from work, getting
undressed.
This winter, the Brooklyn-based artist returns to Essex Street with an exhibition of pieces they started before the pandemic,
but whose gestures and considerations were amplified by the global emergency. “COVID highlighted concerns that have

been quietly present and looming over me my whole adult life,” they explain. “It has exposed the weak points on top of
which we’ve been building for years with faux dreams and false freedoms cloaked in holographic, sugar-coated capital.
What COVID has done is show me who and what’s most important to me now. Who knows what tomorrow brings.”

